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This could lead to reduced visibility, which is a huge problem when driving at night. Misaligned
lights can reduce your reaction time to zero. Adjusting headlights is an easy though often
tedious task that takes time to get right, and every car is different. With practice and patience,
you can learn to do it in your driveway in a matter of minutes. Start by checking whether your
car has built-in bubble levels meant to help you align the headlights. Honda, for example, offers
vertical and horizontal bubble levels that make it easy to tell if your headlight aim is off. With
these, you can tweak the aim, until the bubble is centered in the level. Some makes and models
offer only vertical or horizontal bubble levels while most others provide no visible alignment
indicator at all. First, park on flat ground and make sure your car is level. That means unloading
heavy cargo, filling the gas tank to full and making sure tire pressure is correct at all four
corners. Next, find a plain wall. Pull the car as close to the wall as possible and turn on your
lights. Mark both spots with a single piece of horizontal tape running through the middle. Make
the vertical tape marker about two feet long, again running through the center of the low-beams.
After that, find the headlight adjusters. Each make and model is different, but generally, the
adjusters are a type of screw or bolt on the back or side of the headlight unit. However, some
vertical adjusters are located on the bottom of the unit, as is the case with several GM vehicles.
This makes access difficult. We recommend that you measure this out so the distance is
accurate. This is a general distance guideline, as some manufacturers use different distances
for headlight alignment. Chrysler recommends aligning headlights at 33 feet while Toyota says
10 feet. For vertical aim, the top of the most intense part of the beam should be at or below the
centerline of your horizontal tapeline. For horizontal aim, the most intense part of the beam
should be to the right of the vertical tapeline. Make adjustments as necessary if the aim is off by
turning the adjusters a quarter of a turn at a time to see where the new alignment falls. Do the
same procedure for the other headlight. Good news! Many automakers offer specific headlight
aiming specs, too. If you follow these instructions, you'll have a better chance at dodging
wayward deer on the roadsâ€”and other drivers will appreciate your hard work. Type keyword s
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Making Some Adjustments Adjusting headlights is an easy though often tedious task that takes
time to get right, and every car is different. Misaligned lights can reduce reaction time to zero.
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owning this truck and sure enough when I turned sixteen it came into my possession because
my grandfather bought a newer and better truck for himself. This thing gets to Point A to Point
B generally in once piece and has yet to fail me in terms of travel. As an attention magnet,
however, is a completely different story. This vehicle was first owned by my grandfather when I
was around six years old. Drove my friends through a rather unsightly neighborhood while they
were in the bed of the truck. They eventually bailed. First of all I got this thing relatively dirt
cheap for what it was truly worth. The truck was in pretty good condition when I earned it and
have been doing my best to keep it in shape. The engine is lively and is not very troublesome. It
only has two seats which means I'm not the local taxi for my mates. The truck has rather good
speeds for its age and capability. My truck could get stuck in a water-soaked paper bag. The
weight differential is about as lopsided as the Germany-Brazil match during the World Cup
semifinal. Its rear wheel drive but there's no weight back there to give it traction and it has no
four wheel drive capabilities. It's like having bionic legs but all of your machinery and weight
stuffed into your ass so every step you take ends up looking like a baby horse taking its first
steps. The engine also has a stutter. It has , miles on it and I keep waiting for something to go
wrong; however, I have never had to take it in for repairs. I have been good about scheduling oil
changes and tire rotations and other preventative maintenance, but otherwise, I drive it a lot and
have not experienced any mechanical issues. The truck is four door with nylon upholstery on
the seats, which I personally really like as I find leather to be hot in the summer and cold in the
winter. It is something that I would not expect to find in a vehicle of 14 years, but I have fou I
have owned my GMC Sonoma for four years now, and the previous owner had it for three years
before me. It is something that I would not expect to find in a vehicle of 14 years, but I have
found it to be reliable and extremely convenient to have. Another aspect that I really like about
this particular truck is the relatively small size. It is a four door truck, but is much smaller than a
lot of other pick up trucks, which makes it easy to park and maneuver while still offering the
utility of a truck bed. During a meteor shower I took the truck out to a scenic lake and filled the
bed up with blankets and pillows to watch the shooting stars. The speakers have been
performing well, and the car came equipped with cassette and CD players. I installed a new
stereo that has an AUX hook up, so I cannot recall if the stock stereo came with that feature, but

I do not believe so. All said, I have not experienced any major or costly issues, so I am pleased
with the car and would recommend it based on reliability. The truck also has a trailer hitch. My
least favorite thing about this car is the small gas tank and poor gas mileage. The tank is 14
gallons and I feel that I get very bad mileage both in town and on the freeway. I also have had
some issues with the windshield wipers. Sonoma Owner. Overall 3. It is definitely a smaller
truck than many others however it has a lot going for it. It has a large enough bed that I can fit
most types of furniture in it when moving or making a purchase which is the number one reason
I wanted to buy a truck. I do wish that it was capable of towing a higher pound amount, and that
it had a factory installed tow package. One perk of this truck is the 3rd door that opens to the
back seat, this really makes it easier to access that area whether it's to allow a passenger to get
in or out or to get to things that are stored there. The back seat is small but it works ok for even
an adult. The back seat can fold into the wall of the cab to make plenty of storage space in the
back or space for a couple o The back seat can fold into the wall of the cab to make plenty of
storage space in the back or space for a couple of dogs. The front seat has seat belts for 3
people, however things get pretty cozy when all 3 seats are occupied up front, but you don't
find many small trucks that can legally accommodate 4 people. The upholstery is velvety and
cushy and has held up well over the past 20 years. The radio and speakers work fairly well. This
truck handles really well and basically feels like driving a car almost. It's definitely easy to park
in which is a plus. I have had some problems with the transmission and had to replace it a
couple years ago but that may have been the result of misuse by the prior owner and may not
be related to the truck itself. Other than the transmission issues I have not had any other major
problems with it. It also gets pretty great mpg for a truck at around 27 mpg in city and 35 mpg
on highway. We spent some time in Colorado and really enjoyed the time we drove through the
southern western mountains of Colorado in this truck. It was beautiful and we were able to see
the scenery as we drove through the winding roads. We stopped to take some pictures and
appreciate the quiet of a green meadow, with only the sound of birds and wind, since there
wasn't much traffic that day. My truck did My truck did great on the steep and windy inclines
and declines of the mountains, handled those roads very well. Easy to maneuver, gets great gas
mileage, lots of storage and hauling space, comfortable seats, good visibility out of all windows,
and dependable performance. The radio doesn't always work, did have some transmission
problems, not able to tow moderately heavy objects, truck bed is not quite full size, and a bigger
back seat would be nice. Used GMC Sonoma. Used Cars for Sale. Forums New posts. What's
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Pros. December edited March in GMC. It has the ZR2 package and seems like a nice little truck.
My only concern is that the Consumer reports and a few others rate the quality and reliability
lower than similar models from other mfrs. I would like to hear about any issues and problems
owners have had on the last few model years. December I have a friend who had a 99 Zr2 with
no problems and he just traded for an 03 with no problems. I like em alot, though. GM just
doesn't have the greatest quality record, and that is what the consumer reports stuff is echoing.
Good luck. My local dealer has a ZR2 in this bright corvette yellow that I really like! The stereo
system in my friends new truck is awesome. In dash 6 disc changer. Also the radio is updated it
will search for specific kinds of music. PAman Posts: They LOVE foreign cars and trucks. Case
in point--Nissan and Toyota have problems with their trucks and cars just like everyone else.
Yet, CR and other groups tend to treat them like they are the holy grail of auto
manufacturers--you know, they can do no wrong. Lee Iaccoca proved this mystique years ago
when he had surveys done to investigate this misperception. One group of potential buyers

would look at and evaluate a car, being told it was a domestic make soon to be introduced. The
badging and manufacturer's name was completely removed from the car. Another similar group
of buyers would evaluate the same car, only being told it was a foreign model soon to be
introduced. Fact is, ALL cars and trucks have a certain level of strong and weak points. Buy
what you like, take great care of it, and as long as it doesn't have a major design flaw that no
one knows about until years later, you'll be satisfied. I appreciate your comments on CR as I
have felt that their data was biased. It is one reason I wanted to hear from owners direct. I found
this article from a auto write who more eloquently than I can outline his concerns with their
data.
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You might find this interesting. January Once again, the "unwashed masses" that are not
fortunate enough to live in the People's Socialist-Marxist Republic of Mass. I've seen this
misperception many times while operating a vanpool business in Virginia. The dealership where
I bought the vans and had them serviced sold Dodges and Toyotas. Often, while waiting for my
vehicle, I would hear a Dodge owner complaing about "American junk" when a piece of trim or
small hardware would break. Guess what was included in that cost? Fixing broken, loose or
failing parts on the Toyota. Yet, the Toyota owner just assumed this was part of the price of
reliability, while the Dodge owner assumed his car was falling apart. Personally, I think you can
take a year-old Chevy and make it last just as long and drive as well as a year-old Mercedes IF
big IF! Fleet owners do this all the time with medium and heavy duty trucks, police cars and taxi
cabs. Like I said earlier--buy what you like and take care of it.

